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I first met Adam Gordon on a warm fall day at The Strand bookstore in New 
York. I knew little about him. I had seen only a few pictures of his hazy, 
photographic paintings, and had had a single uneasy experience with one of his 
environments, Tiernan (2016), consisting of a long, dim hallway, a stack of 
boards, a whirring fan, and little else. That room had refused to allow me a 
satisfying description, and so it has lingered with me, unresolved. I didn’t know 
what Gordon looked like, but we quickly sorted each other out, and 
immediately I ascertained that he was a body-builder—an unusual physique 
among artists. We walked several blocks down Broadway and into Washington 
Square Park, where we found an empty bench to sit and talk. Nearby, a brass 
band played, stopping and starting their covers of pop tunes. Beside us, a 
woman read a book with a pale cover. The sky was overcast, the air was humid, 
and a breeze blew through the trees. We spoke for two hours, into the torpor of 
late afternoon, and have not seen each other since.  
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ROSS SIMONINI: You’re leaving 
New York. Where are you going? 

ADAM GORDON: Southfield, 
outside of Detroit. This kind of area 
is referred to as flex space or light 
industrial. I’ll feel at home there. 
Most people are manufacturing 
something. 

ROSS: Why are you leaving? 

ADAM: I just think I needed a 
healthier environment for my work. 

ROSS: Did the work suffer from 
being in New York? 

ADAM: There’s a sense of low-grade 
dread here. New York always seems 
like it’s on the brink of blowing up. 
But the tension can be good in some 
ways. 

ROSS: Are the environments of your work trying to approach your own ideal environment? 

ADAM: I’ve noticed a pattern where I keep making spaces that are like the womb. You’re 
isolated in a plain gray room. It’s usually a very quiet space, though there’s often a whirring 
or murmur, almost like the epidermal layers of the wall. You can hear the sound of the 
outside world, but it’s very muffled. The natural light is dim. It’s enclosed, and the world 
stops. I want to go into these works alone. I’m always gravitating toward these elements. 

ROSS: Are you trying to create a separate world from our own? 

ADAM: I’ve never been interested in fully immersive installations, like Mike Nelson. I don’t 
want to walk into a gallery and be in a totally different world. I want a porous relationship 
between the work and the outside world. 

ROSS: Is your studio an environment like this? 

ADAM: It’s not an installation. It’s very much a utilitarian space. I’m into training, 
bodybuilding, and in those situations it’s best to get in and do the work and get out, so it’s all 
fresh. And I treat the studio the same way. It’s a place to work, and that’s it. 

ROSS: Are you just in the studio for short periods? 
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ADAM: I’m there all day, but I’ll leave. I work in three- or four-hour periods and leave for 
thirty minutes. Or maybe I’ll just take a nap or check out. But I need to refresh. 

ROSS: Like training, your 
painting seems to require 
extreme discipline. 

ADAM: I often work with 
photographs for the 
paintings. Some people 
think I’m a photorealist. But 
I’m not. I guess you could 
say that the photograph is a 
major element. But while 
I’m using the photo for 
reference, the painting does 
not adhere slave-like to the 
photograph. For the 
installation works, it’s 
similar. I have a clear idea 
of what I’m going for. The 
works cost a lot of money, 
so a clear idea is important. 
However, I change things 
all the time. The biggest foundational structure won’t change, but smaller elements will.  

ROSS: During installation? 

ADAM: Yes. Within the context of the main idea, it’s quite fluid. You have to be open to 
what the world gives you. From the planning through the installation, I’ll change things. It 
causes problems sometimes. 

ROSS: What does the “clear idea” look like in your mind? 

ADAM: Well, it usually begins with a specific space or room. This space is perfect and the 
goal is to make that space so that it has a 1 + 1 = 3 resonance. 

ROSS: Do you try and notate the idea? 

ADAM: I have pages and pages and books of ideas. 

ROSS: What does the idea look like on paper? A list? A poem? 

ADAM: It’s somewhere between a list and a poem. It’s like writing a note on whatever 
situation we’re in right now. It’s very particular. It has to trigger the feeling of the moment, 
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like the certain overcast quality of the sky right now—even when you’re in a totally 
different mindset, the note has to bring you back. I’ve often thought about Marcel Proust and 
his ability to capture resonant time. For instance, right now I’m very slowly working on an 
idea that will last a year. I want a longer time frame for an experiential work. So I’m looking 
for a certain building and I want an actor or two to take a train to that building regularly for 
a year. It’ll become part of their lives. They’ll be doing a rote task over and over. They 
wouldn’t interact with visitors. 

ROSS: But it’s not theater. 

ADAM: I’m not interested in theater at all.  

ROSS: What about film? 

ADAM: I haven’t seen a film in a year, but there are certain films I love: Taste of 
Cherry (1997), The Seventh Continent (1989). 

ROSS: Where do you find your actors? 

ADAM: Craigslist. I found this woman named Iwona who has become a close friend of mine. 
I started working with her when I asked her to walk the streets in Midtown for a work. 
Everything about what she was wearing was curated. I aged her five or so years with a 
makeup artist. And she would only walk down particular streets. She wouldn’t interact with 
people, even if someone asked her a question. Then, simultaneously, I met a man on 
Craigslist named Gonzalo. His role in that piece was to take the train twice a week from 
Brooklyn to Derek Eller Gallery in New York. In that case, I didn’t say anything about what 
he should wear or when he should go or whom he could talk to. I don’t think anyone saw 
the work, but I liked the idea that all this choreographed scaffolding was set in motion. It 
doesn’t even matter that it wasn’t experienced directly. I just wanted the idea to come to 
tangible fruition. At the end of the day, action is more important than thought. 

ROSS: Did you document this? 

ADAM: No. 

ROSS: Did you notify people of it? 

ADAM: There was a piece of paper in the gallery with a simple description. 

ROSS: It creates the possibility in a viewer that reality could be controlled, in this way, at 
any time. 

ADAM: I keep thinking about the phrase “thin art.” The work that I keep making is beyond 
mundane. It’s almost like putting a piece of glass in front of where we are now. I’m trying to 
get away from as much gesture as possible. I’m more interested in observing. Recently I’ve 
been making videos of trees. They are very boring and long. But this weird thing happens: 
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they become like portals, an entrée into the possibility of a more perfect world. I’ve been 
taking photographs in Times Square. I don’t even think about them when I shoot. I just take 
them. I’m not trying to change anything or find an interesting-looking person. I’m trying to 
get at an energy. It’s just a shitty photo in the bright sun. Totally empty and boring. 

ROSS: You want to move away from intervention. 

 

ADAM: I want to create a world in which there’s all sorts of possibility. A perfect world. But 
simultaneously, I’m trying not to create anything. It’s the creation of a world that almost 
perfectly resembles what’s already there. The funny thing is that it requires an enormous 
amount of work.  

ROSS: The uncanny: one hair off from reality. 

ADAM: I’m not even sure what that hair is. Maybe it’s the parameter, the frame? 

ROSS: You’re not capturing all of reality, though. That energy you are looking for, it’s 
specific. 
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ADAM: Yes and no. I’m opening up more and more. For years, I’ve been acutely aware of 
how people see things through their own lenses. I’m trying to get rid of my own lens. I’m 
trying to push against my own preferences. 

ROSS: But once you get thin enough, there’s no more art. 

ADAM: That’s the logical conclusion, for it to disappear. And yet, what keeps me going is 
this process of dissipation. Whether it stays within the art world or not isn’t really up to me. 
With that said, the art world feels like one of the last places of freedom to me.  

ROSS: Is your work an exercise of self-development? 

ADAM: It helps me take my work to places I didn’t know it could go. It’s becoming more 
unknown to me. Very, very close observation can become a kind of meditation. 

ROSS: Does other people’s work do this for you? 

ADAM: My favorite artist of all time is Lee Lozano. I appreciate artists who take something 
to an extreme—who go far beyond gesture. It’s the difference between facade and 
commitment. The way she was thinking about her work and life, it was in another 
dimension. She was breaking ceilings. And like her, I started with very traditional painting. 
But it’s funny, because some people don’t understand how I can do video, painting, and the 
experiential work in the same practice. 

ROSS: I haven’t seen the video work. Have you shown it? 

ADAM: Never. 

ROSS: Lozano is one of the few artists I can think of who collapsed everything into work. Do 
you consider your upcoming move to Detroit as part of your practice? 

ADAM: It’s not a performance. It’s a move to get closer to creating a total work of art. 

  

Adam Gordon (b. 1986, Minneapolis) lives and works in Detroit. This fall he will have a solo 
show at ZERO…, Milan, and will participate in Time Is Thirsty, a group exhibition at 
Kunsthalle Wien. 

Ross Simonini is an artist, writer, musician, professor, and documentarian. He splits his time 
between New York and the California redwoods. He published a novel, The Book of 
Formation (Melville House, 2017), and his next exhibition will be held at Catbox 
Contemporary, Brooklyn. 

  

Originally published in Mousse 68  
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Let’s start with the bad news about 2018 in art in New York: the city lost some of its 
best galleries, with Real Fine Arts, Signal, and Cleopatra’s among those closing 
shop. The mood is uncertain and unsettled, with many dealers decamping for new 
neighborhoods and rumors of more closures circulating. The stock market is 
tanking, a recession looms, and the city is becoming increasingly expensive, with 
income disparity continuing to widen. The high cost of doing business means that 
certain ideas are most definitely being squeezed out. 
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And yet, many enterprising artists and dealers and curators have been finding ways 
to persist, and they made the past 360-odd days exhilarating for anyone who follows 
culture in New York. I say some variation of this every time I write my year-end 
recap, but this town, even on its worst days, is a luxurious smorgasbord, a feast 
without parallel, for people who love art. We’re lucky to live here, at this moment. 

Where does one begin when cataloguing our good fortune this year? A few items to 
get things started: the Milton Resnick and Pat Passlof Foundation and 
the Swiss Institute opened handsome new venues; Performance Space New 
York reopened with renewed vigor after a renovation; Camille Henrotgave the 
New York premiere of her invigorating 3D film Saturday (2017) at the Museum of 
Modern Art; the Wallach Art Gallery at Columbia University presented the 
illuminating “Posing Modernity: The Black Model from Manet and Matisse to 
Today”; B. Wurtz made his public-art debut with charming totems built from 
colanders and fake fruit in City Hall Park; and the Studio Museum began work on an 
ambitious expansion while presenting unmissable shows by Firelei 
Báez and Maren Hassingeraround Harlem. 

This was also the year of grand museum retrospectives—Andy Warhol and Grant 
Wood at the Whitney, Adrian Piper and Bruce Nauman at the Museum of 
Modern Art and MoMA PS1, Sarah Lucas at the New Museum, Danh 
Vo and Hilma af Klint at the Guggenheim, and Eugène Delacroix at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, to name just eight. One can quibble with the execution 
of those shows (the Lucas layout being a touch formulaic, say), but only the most 
churlish would complain about a lineup like that. 

On the gallery front, there was also no shortage of thrilling affairs, and doing a 
comprehensive recap would require more words than can be fit here. (Back in 
September, I tried to do thatfor a full season.) But a few things that have stuck with 
me include Paul McMahon’s oblique survey at 9 Herkimer Place, the irresistible 
little drawings Jeanette Mundtshowed at Bridget Donahue, Cici Wu’s beautiful 
out-of-left-field installation at 47 Canal, Hayley Silverman’s spectral wonders at 
Bodega, Klara Lidén’s captivating city walk at Reena Spaulings, Pati Hill’s 
melancholic photocopies at Essex Street, Alex Da Corte’s neon-infused blockbuster 
at Karma (plus his jaw-dropping contribution to the Carnegie International), the 
gut-punching group show “Putting Out”at Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, Robert 
Gober’s doubleheader at Matthew Marks, and Arthur Jafa’s masterful display, 
also at GBE (his new video at the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film 
Archive, The White Album, is also looking like a defining document of the present 
moment.) Also still lingering are Jamian Juliano-Villani’s exquisite new 
paintings at JTT, Joe Overstreet’s explosive canvases at Firestone Loft, Robert 
Bittbender’s latest unruly assemblages at Lomex, and three masterwork-heavy 
blowouts: Ed Clark at Mnuchin, Cy Twombly at Gagosian, and Domenico 
Gnoli at Luxembourg & Dayan. 
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The weirdest shows of the year? I’d suggest two for that high praise. One is Seth 
Price’s bizarre, alluring stand at Petzel (on view for a few more days!), which seems 
to be vaguely about texture and appearances, and how people are tracked and 
defined—but really I have no idea why it feels like such an exacting depiction of life 
in New York right now. The other was at Metro Pictures, where the German 
artist Andreas Slominski’s portable-toilet sculptures finally made their way 
Stateside, in all of their mirthful libidinal glory. 

Finally, this was a year of stellar performances: Rainer Ganahl channeling 
Trump and Ubu Roi at an uptown funeral home, Georgia Sagri turning a dinner 
party into an unhinged zone of psychological purging at the Emily Harvey 
Foundation, Richard Maxwell scripted a fractured portrait of the United States at 
Greene Naftali, Abraham Cruzvillegas and Bárbara Foulkes presenting a piece 
about balance and perseverance at the Kitchen (reprised at Miami Basel), Madeline 
Hollander’s gallant team of dancers building up heat at the Artist’s Institute, and—
last but not least—Alexandra Bachzetsis putting in a star turn on the High Line 
as she changed outfits, exercised, and sang while holding nothing; on the evening I 
saw her, she filled a dark, rainy night with heat and light. 

And now, a top 10 from all over. 

9. “Adam Gordon: The Grey Room” at the Power Station, Dallas 
Risks: some artists take them, most do not. The Detroit-based Adam Gordon takes 
quite a lot of them, and seems to be walking a tightrope high in the sky, miraculously 
managing to create fascinating environments and situations that just avoid 
becoming theatrical or overwrought. For his complete takeover of the Power Station, 
he blacked out one room, inserted peculiar scents into various spaces, and made who 
knows how many other barely noticeable alterations, crafting an installation that was 
part dungeon, part abandoned warehouse, and part haunted home. It instilled fear 
from emptiness, conjuring a kind of great, sublime void. I can’t wait to see what he 
does next. 
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‘Maybe You Don’t Come Out’: Adam Gordon 
Goes Dark at the Power Station in Dallas 
BY Andrew Russeth POSTED 05/23/18 4:17 PM 
 

 
Installation view of “Adam Gordon: The Grey Room” at the Power Station in Dallas, 2018. 
COURTESY THE POWER STATION 

When a door opens into someone’s house and you get a waft of that air, all of the sudden 
it’s extremely personal,” the artist Adam Gordon said, of entering a stranger’s home. 
“It’s almost shockingly intimate because of the smell, the tone, and the light.” 
 
It was a breezy afternoon in Dallas last month, and Gordon, who is 32 and trim, with 
thick, short black hair, was sitting at a picnic table outside the Power Station, a 
handsome three-story brick building in a warehouse district where he had opened a 
show the night before. He was explaining how, while in graduate school at Yale 
University, he once drove around Connecticut knocking on people’s doors. 
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“I would just ask to come inside,” Gordon said, narrating how he would tell whoever 
answered that he was from the nearby school and working on a project. “Obviously it’s 
very awkward if you don’t have a plan, which I didn’t,” he continued, nevertheless 
sounding quite confident. “I would knock and just make something up. So I’m just 
knocking on doors and creating the most awkward situation possible—but finally I 
knocked on someone’s door and I knew that there was something here. 
 
A man he thought to be in his 30s greeted him, and he could see the man’s mother, in a 
wheelchair, in the background. “I knew that I wanted to talk to these people more,” he 
said. “I don’t know why, but eventually they let me in. To make a long story short, I 
ended up having students from Yale in the art department go in small carpool groups to 
hang out with this guy and his mother. The father in the family had recently died, and 
this young man, who was in college, was essentially taking care of his mother, who was 
quite ill. I could tell that they wanted company.” 
 
Gordon’s work thrives on such unlikely crossings of social boundaries and delving into 
unseen, often psychologically charged spaces—whether he hunts them down and finds a 
way inside or creates them himself. Last year, he installed a mysterious, vaguely 
menacing room with a rust-stained floor and a glass wall in the booth of his New York 
gallery, Chapter NY, at Art Basel Miami Beach last year. In 2015, one of his 
contributions to a group show at Derek Eller in Manhattan involved having a makeup 
artist age a woman by a decade whom he then instructed to walk along particular streets 
in Hell’s Kitchen. “I told her if anyone interacted with her to completely ignore them as 
if she’s in some other dimension,” he said. “In other words, she’s just a living sculpture 
walking on these particular streets, so she has no connection to anything.” 
 
Taking the form of hyper-realistic paintings, uncanny installations, bizarre photographs, 
or uncategorizable situations, Gordon’s art is one of uncomfortable intimacies, and it’s 
among the most interesting, unusual, and sometimes discomfiting work being created 
right now. 
 
“The Grey Room,” his exhibition at the Power Station in Dallas, also begins with the 
opening of a door—a heavy, metal one accessible from the first landing of an outdoor 
staircase that runs up the side of the building. A sign next to the door states, in bright 
red letters, that those who enter do so at their own risk, relinquishing their right to sue 
“for any injury or death to any person.” (The show, which runs through September 14, is 
open only Friday afternoons and by appointment, for one visitor at a time.) 
 
Before meeting up with Gordon, I opened the door and found a completely empty room, 
beautifully lit with low natural light. There was no one around, but there was an 
unidentifiable smell—sharp but not entirely off-putting—that imparted a certain level of 
anxiety. It felt like someone had just been in there, and I sensed I was being watched. A 
staircase led down to a pitch-black space, with a tiny light hovering high in the distance. 
Keeping my hand on the rough, craggy wall for balance, I inched along in the 
claustrophobic darkness, passing over a metal grate and almost wiping out on a step. 
The room seemed to be huge, and I felt achingly alone. 
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Installation view of “Adam Gordon: The Grey Room” at the Power Station in Dallas, 2018. 
COURTESY THE POWER STATION 

It took at least five minutes for my eyes to adjust, and when they did I could barely make 
out two thin totems in the room, standing like ghostly sentinels. A giant door stood at 
the far end and, eventually groping around on it, I found a latch and pulled. It glided 
open, creaking like a frightening door in a horror film. The next room—small and also 
dimly lit—had a semi-translucent wall behind which some black form was lurking. Still 
another room was a kind of dilapidated version of the upper floor but rundown and 
partially cordoned off. A door to the outside was there, and it was a relief to pass 
through it, back into fresh air. 

The time when I was supposed to meet Gordon had arrived, but there was no one in 
sight. Given that I had never come across an interview with him before, it occurred to 
me that he would perhaps not be showing up, having maybe decided that his eerie show 
could stand in for him, providing all I needed to know.  
 
But it turned out that he was simply elsewhere in the building, and when we soon found 
each other, he was wearing a black T-shirt and black pants. He seemed serious but 
friendly, radiating a kind of steely charisma. Since so much of his art—creepily empty 
spaces, forced interactions—involves withholding information or engaging an element of 
surprise, I admitted that I had not necessarily been expecting him to be willing to do an 
interview. “This might be the only one,” he said. “I don’t think I’ll do many, that’s for 
sure.” 
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Discussing how the show came together, 
Gordon said he’s not the type to retreat 
into his studio and work. Instead, he spent 
a lot of time driving around Dallas. “The 
environment around here—industrial 
office parks and certain kinds of just very 
isolated areas out in the suburbs—had an 
effect on me. I wanted to bring some of 
that energy, a residue of those isolated 
spaces, into this work. 
 
“I was thinking about the building as a 
kind of house,” he continued, noting that 
he wrote a poem that guided his approach: 
 
Months lengthen into years.  
In these rooms families will emerge and 
grow.  
On the upper floors we may have a 
boring conversation.  
Dim light moves across the walls as the 
days turn.  
In the basement there is a large lady, 
constantly throwing children out into the 
world, and I stand with my brothers and 
sisters who are all in various corners of 
her stone room. 
 

He is more interested in “particular atmospheric conditions” than narrative, he said, 
and is an “obsessive list maker,” writing out “exactly what needs to happens” in order to 
create the effects he imagines. Philosopher Gaston Bachelard’s 1958 tome The Poetics of 
Space was a key inspiration. “I’m very much simplifying it, but a takeaway from that 
book was that a traditional house is set up like the unconscious,” he said. “I was thinking 
about the exhibition in a similar way.” One first enters a home into a place where you 
might “have a friendly conversation, at least a civil conversation, with neighbors or 
friends. And then as you descend, especially into the basement, that’s representative of 
the id in a certain way. In the basement, the conversation you would have had upstairs 
in a light-filled space starts degrading. Suddenly there is a certain violence, a certain 
sexual component. I think of the lower layers, especially the dungeon area”—that dread-
inducing black room in the Power Station. 
 
It would be tempting to lump Gordon’s work in with the environments of figures like 
Mike Nelson, Christoph Büchel, and Jonah Freeman and Justin Lowe, but while those 
individuals traffic in specific, seamless spectacles, Gordon’s alterations resist any easy 
reference points and never quite obliterate the fact that they exist in a gallery.  

Installation view of “Adam Gordon: The Grey Room” at the 
Power Station in Dallas, 2018.  
COURTESY THE POWER STATION 
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The view through the glass wall into Adam Gordon’s piece in the booth of Chapter NY at Art Basel Miami Beach in 
2017. 
ANDREW RUSSETH/ARTNEWS 

They’re minimal but potently condensed. He kills the lights, meticulously paints the 
walls, and in the case of the Dallas show, imbues each room with a specific scent, 
dispersed through hidden diffusers or by painting odiferous oil onto walls or bits of 
plaster. (The scents come from a collaborator in New York who conjures what the artist 
describes. “I can say that I need something that’s a little bit sweet but rotten but it’s 
musty. It’s like dead air. It hasn’t moved.” Gordon said.) 

He names the spaces he creates. The empty top floor in Dallas is The Grey Room. The 
space below the stairs is Dead Maiden. And the final location, just before the exit, 
is Hardcore—“a doppelganger of the first one, but more of like a decrepit cousin.” (As 
certain music aficionados might deduce, Gordon has been involved in the black metal 
and power electronics scenes for years.) 

The spaces are site-specific, but “I do think it’s possible in certain circumstances to 
extract a room and place it somewhere else,” Gordon said. He has been carefully 
measuring and documenting the spaces he’s used, noting materials and scents, so that 
he can one day remake them. “I feel like the rooms are living here, because they were 
created for this space,” he said. “If you divorce rooms, there’s a death to the work in a 
way, but it’s an interesting idea for me that a room could lose its original presence but 
still have an afterlife.” 
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Given his meticulousness, it’s not a shock 
to discover that Gordon’s outré practice is 
grounded in heavy technical training. 
After growing up in Minneapolis, he 
attended the Lyme College of Fine Arts in 
Old Lyme, Connecticut, which focuses on 
traditional art techniques—oil painting, 
casting, proportions. “The whole nine 
yards of a traditional art education in 
France in the 18th century,” Gordon said. 
“That was something I was very obsessed 
with at that time.” 
 
 
 
	
 

Installation view of “Adam Gordon: tiernan” at Chapter NY, 
2016. 
COURTESY CHAPTER NY 
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Shining a light into Adam Gordon’s darkness 
 

by  Paul Laster  -  May 21, 2018 
 

New York-based artist Adam Gordon is melding painting with installation and photography, 

but it’s not the medium itself that he cares about; psychology and solitude come first. 

 
“I’m not interested in fully immersive environments, even though there are qualities of what I do that relate 
to those kind of spaces,” Adam Gordon recently told Conceptual Fine Arts at The Power Station in Dallas, 
where his latest installation is currently on view. “I’m much more interested in bringing a particular kind of 
environment within the clear frame or pedestal of the gallery space.” 
 
Addressing a small group of interested curators and critics just days after his enigmatic exhibition The Grey 
Room had opened at the experimental art space, Gordon spoke about the ways in which he transforms 
space to reach a psychological end rather than a purely aesthetic one. Housed in a former Dallas Power & 

Adam	Gordon,	The	Grey	Room,	2018.	Installation	view	at	The	Power	Station,	Dallas.	All	images	
Courtesy	of	The	Power	Station,	Dallas	and	Adam	Gordon.	Photography	by	Kevin	Todora.	
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Light building which was constructed in 1920, the raw architecture of the exhibition space was the perfect 
setting for the artist’s eerie intervention. 
 
Known for creating pure, haunting art environments that challenge the viewer’s expectations, Gordon has 
constructed engaging installations at Night Gallery in Los Angeles, Chapter NY and, most recently, Galleria 
ZERO in Milan. Pushing the envelope further, this past December he installed a mystifying room in his New 
York gallery’s booth at Art Basel in Miami Beach that had stained walls, a dirty leak on the floor and a sheer 
curtain dangling from the ceiling. Absent of any interior activity, the room was walled off from the public with 
clear Plexiglas, while sparked from the outside by an ominous, lurking woman who would suddenly appear 
before silently slipping away. 
 
“There are certain ideas of distance within the work, almost like a vista. I’m also a painter, so I can’t help 
but to create images within a 3D space,” Gordon added. “The Plexiglas was a way to create an image out 
of a sculptural space, an image that’s very controlled. That’s why I’ve always been interested in works like 
Marcel Duchamp’s Étant donnés, which is so controlled that it’s almost maniacal.” 
 
Entering The Grey Room on the upper level of the exhibition, the viewer encounters an empty, shaded 
gallery, which the artist equates to a palette cleanser, or a setting that slows you down. Descending a small 
staircase, you find yourself in narrow, shadowy space that seems like a basement, with discarded building 
materials left under the steps. Passing through a curtain, the next space is completely dark, but for a very 
dim light bulb at the far end of the room. The room has a damp smell and there’s a disorienting, humming 
sound, and before your eyes can adjust to the gloom you have to feel your way along the sticky walls to 
progress. 
 
When you get to the end of the womblike chamber you are met with a big, wooden wall that blocks your 
advancement. There a sense of panic as you blindly try to discover a way around the wall, as you also 
consider turning back. Feeling the wall, you find a handle that opens the gate to a closet-size space with a 
humidifier, which has been making the pulsating sound. Passing through another curtain, you come into 
the light of a larger, divided room with rough, dingy walls. There’s a long-haired head wrapped in plastic on 
the floor of the first side of the space and a string that stops you from going to the other side, where you 
observe an electrical cord coming from a wall and a sheer piece of fabric hanging lifeless from the ceiling. 
 
“I’ve always been very interested in architecture. The procession, in the way that you enter a space and the 
way that you carry through it to the next space is really important to me,” Gordon shared. “I’m not interested 
in just a pure epidermal visual surface to the work. There are things behind the walls and things that you 
can’t see that elicit an unconscious or subliminal response. There are certain voyeuristic elements, and I 
suppose there’s a certain sexual undertone, as well as the suggestion of violence, too.” 
Creating an uncanny experience for the viewer, Gordon consider each space a station on the tour. He 
refers to the first space as “The Grey Room,” the space under the stairs as “The Love Nest,” the darkened 
room as “The Dungeon,” the closet-like corridor as “The Last Hole” and the final gallery, which is a 
doppelganger to the entry space above, as “Hardcore.” 
 
Each room has its own particular scent, developed by the artist with the help of a perfumer. The smells are 
not meant to attract as much as they are to repel. Gordon has also been studying with a scenic designer to 
make the effects as real as possible, without making the installation theatrical nor narrative. His intention is 
that the work be seen within an art context, while rubbing up to real life experiences. 
 
Besides Duchamp’s enigmatic installation in the Philadelphia Museum of Art, other related artworks are 
Yves Klein’s compelling 1958 exhibition The Void, where he emptied Galerie Iris Clert in Paris to fabricate 
nothing but an atmosphere, and Justin Lowe, Jonah Freeman and Alexandre Singh’s 2008 project Hello 
Meth Lab in the Sun, a paranoiac procession through a series of decrepit chambers, where you eventually 
exited through a refrigerator, at Ballroom Marfa in Texas. 
 
“There’s a womblike aspect to all of my work, but that can change from something that’s totally innocent to 
something that has connotations of violence or isolation or confinement, along with feelings of alienation,” 
said Gordon. “That’s a reason why I want people to experience my projects alone, with their own thoughts.” 
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When Adam Gordon had his first solo exhibition at the New York gallery Chapter NY 
last year, he transformed the space into a dark, grim, claustrophobic environment. 
The gallery put out a press release saying that Gordon’s “practice focuses on the 
construction of experience,” and that he “sets an enigmatic tone.” You wouldn’t 
imagine something so subtle could possibly feel at home in the hectic, ADHD-addled 
environment of an art fair like Art Basel Miami Beach, but Chapter has managed to 
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make it so, installing (with Gordon, who oversaw the meticulous process) a very 
creepy-looking room in the fair’s “Positions” section for solo shows. 
 
Unlike the other booths in the 
section, Chapter has an 
enclosed space. Within it is a 
room with stained walls and a 
flimsy gray particle-board floor. 
There’s a large, circular stain on 
that floor; it looks like an oil 
leak from a car. A sheet of 
translucent nylon hangs from 
the ceiling like a window 
curtain. But you can’t go inside 
through it; you look through a large glass wall, on which Gordon has placed drops of 
glycerin, like condensation. And there is another element: a woman wearing a vacant 
look is drifting around nearby; from time to time she wanders out into the aisles of 
the fair. 

It’s a strange thing, a sobering note amid all the glitz and glamour of Art Basel. I 
can’t claim to know what it all means, but it made me think—for an art fair, that is 
experience enough. 

Copyright 2018, Art Media ARTNEWS, llc. 110 Greene Street, 2nd Fl., New York, N.Y. 10012. All rights reserved. 
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Adam Gordon | Chapter NY at Art Basel Miami 
December 7, 2017 
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Adam Gordon | Chapter NY 
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Adam Gordon, ‘Tiernan’ 
By Ken Johnson 
February 18, 2016 
 
On opening the front door to Chapter NY and Adam Gordon’s first New York solo exhibition, you 
step into an impenetrably dark space barely big enough for two people. As your eyes adjust, you 
discern a clear plexiglass wall and, on the other side of it, a bleak, colorless diorama resembling a 
basement alcove in an old industrial building. The ceiling and side walls, which run together in 
coved corners, appear to be made of concrete covered by moldy-looking splotches. 
 
On the floor to the right is a pile of dusty boards. Immediately in front, an oscillating pedestal fan 
is running. On a tripod next to the fan is a small black box: a high-tech lamp casting an extremely 
dim glow. Before a black wall at the far end of the room stand two upright cylinders, which 
resemble mailing tubes, that are about three and four feet tall. They might be abstracted actors in a 
Beckett-like drama. 
 

With this haunting construction, called “Tiernan,” Mr. 
Gordon joins a select group of canny sculptors who 
replicate ordinary but psychologically evocative 
environments: Mike Nelson, Gregor Schneider and 
Fischli and Weiss, among others. Mr. Gordon also has 
orchestrated an elusive performance piece, “Iwona,” 
that consists of a woman walking around outdoors 
near the gallery at certain times. She is, according to a 
gallery news release, “an esoteric female, searching 
the early Internet.” She was nowhere in sight when I 
visited, which is, perhaps, as it should be. 
 
Chapter NY 
127 Henry Street, Lower East Side 
Through March 6 
 
 
 
 
Left: A detail from Adam Gordon’s installation “Tiernan,”  
at Chapter NY. Credit Courtesy of the artist and Chapter NY 
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Inside Art: Deliberate Disorientation 
February 12, 2016 
By Robin Progrebin  
 
You can’t open the door to the Lower East Side gallery Chapter NY right now without bumping 
into a wall of plexiglass. Nor can you see what’s behind that barrier, because the room is almost 
completely dark. 
 
But this disorientation is deliberate, part of Adam Gordon’s “Tiernan,” his first solo exhibition in 
New York. 
 
As your eyes adjust, the scene beyond the plexiglass reveals a drab, gray room; an oscillating fan; 
pieces of wood piled on the floor; a few plastic bags. 
 

“I like work that is unexpected and that takes 
something from the viewer,” said the gallery’s owner, 
Nicole Russo, adding, “You may love it, you may 
hate it, you may be frustrated, but something’s 
occurred.” 
 
The installation takes up so much of the 200-square-
foot space that Ms. Russo’s office has been relegated 
to the remaining sliver, little more than a corridor with 
a desk wedged behind a wall. (She skipped the usual 
opening reception: “No room.”) 
 
Ms. Russo, formerly a director at Mitchell-Innes & 
Nash, doesn’t mind. In fact, her inability to witness 
visitors interacting with this show has become part of 
the experience. “I can’t see, which is fascinating,” she 
said, “because I can hear people.” 
 
The exhibition, which runs through March 6, also 
includes a performance component, “Iwona,” which 
consists of a woman walking slowly back and forth in 
front of the gallery for an hour twice a week; precisely 
when is anyone’s guess. 

 
“You only have so much information,” Ms. Russo said. “And there’s 
an element of chance.” 

A detail of Adam Gordon’s installation “Tiernan,” 
which is at Chapter NY and is his first solo 
exhibition in New York.Credit Courtesy of the artist 
and Chapter NY 
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Five Artsy Things to Do This Week, Including Techno in a Car Wreck 

August 22, 2012 

By Catherine Wagley  

 

 

 
Invitation image for Adam Gordon's "The Light Will Shine: Bulimic gushing tears at the bottom of an indoor well with a broken wrist."   
Courtesy of the artist and Night Gallery 

 
1. Darker than a normal night 
Night Gallery is always dark. It opens only after the sun is long gone and it's barely lit inside or 

out. But Adam Gordon's installation at the gallery feels darker than usual. It includes only two 

distinct light sources, bulbs shining down from the ceiling of the first of two black-walled rooms. 

You can barely make out the figure on the hanging rectangular plaque suspended by string and 

spinning in the middle of the room. In the next room, there's a chamber, with a doorway too 

narrow for a normal body to squeeze through and a glass wall across the front. Behind the glass, 

you can just make out mounds of decaying things that don't look like bones but definitely look 

organic, and the chamber feels like a burial ground such as amateur sleuths might come across in 

the opening minutes of a CSI episode. 204 S. Avenue 19; through Aug. 28. (646) 717-4925, 
www.nightgallery.ca 
 


